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LAW AND SOCIETY IN LATIN 
AMERICA 

An Introduction 

Rachel Sieder, Karina Ansolabehere, and Tatiana A2fonso 

:ommon with other regional traditions oflaw and society studies, law and society research in 
in America is concerned with the relationship between law - understood broadly as norms, 
:itutions, and practices - and long-run patterns ofdevelopment. political environment, insti- 
tonal forms, and cultural specificities. However, as we a r p e  in this introduction, even when 
s impossible to characterize such a divene region, the hstinctive contours of socio-legal 
:arch in Latin America have been pamcularly shaped over time by key political and historical 
ctures, and by the changing nature of the socio-legal academy.' Unsurprisingly, law and 
iety scholanhp in the late twentieth century was marked by shifts in the region's political 
:ory: 6om the initial optimism about legal transplants during the period of the Alliance for 
qess, and the subsequent law and development movement, through the pessimism of the 
n ofdictatonhip when authoritarian legal orders were consolidated, to the role that human 
its and new corlstitutiond orders have played in numerous states following transitions &om 
hontarian rule and civil war. More recentlv. scholaahio has focused on issues such as the , . 
iciahility of the rights of indigenous and Afrodescendant peoples, the relationship between 
and legal institutions, and social change, or the judicialization of governmental corruption 

t has led to highly charged confrontations between executives, legislatures, and the judiciary 
many countries of the region. 
Latin America's socio-legal academy has also developed during recent decades. It is smaller 
I less institutionalized than its United States and European counterpam, and its members tend 
be more directly involved in attempts within their counmes (and increasingly across the 
ion as a whole) to secure progressive social change through law. It is also an academy char- 
:rized by a high degree of methodological heterogeneity and rich cross-disciplinary halogr. 
ddling law, legal philosophy, sociology, political science, history, anthropology, and cultural 
jies. Compared to the USA and Europe, less large-scale quantitative comparative research is 
iettaken, a result both of funding linlitations and the relative lack of established expertise in 
ss-regional quantitative legal analysis.' Although the division between Marxist and liberal 
 roaches has marked the history of Latin American law and society scholanhip, it is also the 
: that rather than developing around specitic theoretical and methodological trends or depar- 
:s (as in the United States and European socio-legal academy), empirically informed socio- 
LI scholarship has tended to be led by a focus on specitic issues and problems: for example, 
tder discrimination, or police violence, to name just two topics that have generated a wealth 
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of  research in recent years. Multidisciplinary approaches including historical, jurisprudential, 
ethnographic, and institutional analyses are increasingly a standard feature of such scholarship. 
This volume aims to map the emerging contours of law and society research in Latin America 
and contends that an undemanding of how law has been studied in the region can conmhute 
to understandings of law more broadly. 

Law and society is a field with shifting boundaries. For that rrason, any attempt to define its 
limin and shape is a controversial and complicated enterprise. In the U ~ t e d  States and Europe. 
we can identify historical trajectories of the field's development with reference to certain o r p n -  
izations, universities, and research centers such as, for example. the Law and Society Association 
in the United States." the University ofWisconsin. Oiiati in the Basque country,' the Center for 
Social Studies (CES) in Coimhra, or human rights programs at the institute o f  Latin American 
Studies in London. or at the Chr. Michelsen institute in Norway. By contrast, within Latin 
America itself the field has not been as closely linked to the development ofparticular organiza- 
tions, although - as we signal in this introduction - a diversity of institutions in different coun- 
mes has played a key role in its formation at distinct moments in time.' 

W e  use here two criteria to identify the law and society field in Latin America. T h e  first is a 
pragmatic one: Latin America as both a site of interest and a place of production for law and 
society studies. Second, despite the field's diffuse contours in a region where no one association 
or publication exists that articulates academic production, wc define it according to a c o r m o n  
denominator, namely the shared interest in law in artion. Rather than specific methodological or 
theoretical perspectives, this is what prin~arily defines law and society studies in the region. 
Widely different contributions all sharr a concern to undentand how law functions in practice: 
how it is represented and imagined by different p u p s ,  the distinct ways in which law is used 
and invoked, and the effects it produces. As a consequence of this point o f  departure, and in 
contrast to earlier attempts to survey the field of socio-legal studies in the region (see the 
important contribution of Garcia-Ville.gas and Rodripez-Garavito 2003). w e  do not attempt to 
characterize law or law and society in the region. T h e  diversity of thr  legal, social, and political 
trajectories o f  17 counmes makes this an impossible task and ultimately, we would a r p e ,  one 
oflimited analytical purchase. given that many features of law - understood as a social consmc- 
tion - in Latin America are in fact now common to law everywhere. Although one of  our 
points o fdepamre  is the profound p p  between law in action and law on the hooks throughout 
the region, the idea that social life is o r  can ever he ordered by legal norms is on the wane in 
most socio-legal scholarship. In addition, the hlurring of the liner herween the l e p l  and the 
illegal is a global phenomenon, not just one restricted to the Clohal South (Comaroff and 
Comaroff 2006. 2016). Latin America has long h e m  characterized as a region which rimultan- 
eously fetishizer the law, affording it great syn~holic power. while at thc same time offering a 
panorama of  weak rule oflaw or even "lawlesmess." Yet rhcse characreristics- even were they 
found to hold uniformly throughout the region - now appear generic to socio-legal realities in 
most of the world. 

Given the aforementioned diversity our revirw is necessarily pamal. What we aim to d o  in 
this introduction, therefore, is to map tendmcirs. Thc  tcodencies we identify are not c a u d  
factors as such, but rather thc product o f  a spccific sharcd historical context defined hy the 
superposition of new constitutional realities. leg11 pluralirm. spiraling violence. and the rise in 
the iniportance of hun~an rights narrdtives, togethcr a i t h  rhc mnolidation of  an increasingly 
professionalized and internationally connected umo-Irgd .~ r .&n~y  within Latin America and 
heyond. This translates into an agenda in which rlnssir ronrrms nhout the symholic efficacy of 
the law comhine with a focus o n  legal institution.. and thr  ronvrrgences hetwcen legality 
and illegality in a region of acutc and enduring wr~nr ronnmic .  racial. and gender inequalitirs. 
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What historical processes of state formation explain persistent violations of human lights and 
extremely high levels of violence? What is the role of law and legal institutions in either per- 
petuating or tnnsforn~ing these parrerns? Can new constitutional rights be enforced, altering 
entrenched historical patterns of socioeconomic and racial inequalities? These questions have 
heen central to the recent expansion of socio-legal scholarship on Latin America, which is 
shaped by the tension between the in~perfemon and indeterminacy of law and leql institutions 
on the one hand, and the increased recourse to those institutions by a range of actors, on the 
other. 

In the following section, we trace the main thematic foci and penpenives of key junctures 
in the development of law and society scholarship in the region. As we will show, the field has 
hecome more complex and rich in recent years, and is now characterized by a diversity of 
themes and a critical m2ss ofstudies on specific issues. 
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7 moments in the study of law in action in Latin American law and society 
scholarship 

,ugh it is far fmrn easy to identify all studies of law in action in Latin America, there is a 
mus in the literature that the law and development movement, Linked to the f i a n c e  for 
ress in the 1960s. constituted the srarting point for growing interest in the link between law 
ocial c h a n ~  in the region (Garcia-Villeqs and Roddguez-Garavito 2003). From then to 
resent we can identify certain lonerun shifts in penpectives. Fint, earlier thinking about 
n action as "noncompliance" or the lack of observance oflegal nonia susceptible to trans- 
ation by means of"appropriateW reforms has given way to an understanding of law in action 
omplex pmcess wherein thc gap betwccn law in action and law on the books is a coosntu- 
iature oflaw itself (and therefore, to a recognition that the "benevolent" effects ofjumcial 
mr are contingent on a ndtitudc oflcpl, polincal, and social processes). Second. there has 
a movement away from approaches that conceived of the state as a unified, homogenous 
, toward a broad understanding of the state as a fragmented space containing multiple 
ties and powers. Third, whereas in the 1960s law and its production was undentood as 
,minantly state-centered, it has increasingly come to he undcrstood as an increasingly inter- 
nal and subnational phenomenon involving different dynanucs between formal state struc- 

international bodies, and a nnge of political and social actors, and disputing processes 
+ng at different scales. In addition, we can observe a densification of the academy as the 
Ier of studies carried out by scholars based in Latin America and those outride the region 
~creased, together with the links between them. Thematically, thc ficld of study irself has 
)ecome broader: law in general, the legal professional, and legal reform arc no longer at 
enter of analysis and more specific agendas have multiplied. One example would be the 
ent studies concerned with legd mobilization around a range of issues, or another the 
lening of research on judicial anom and institutions. In what follows we present a brief 
ieu, of key junctures and topics. 
le origins of concern with law in action in Latin America can be traced back to the 1960s 
the rise of the law and development movement (Trubek and Santos 2006). Defined by 
~pts to modernize countries deemed "underdeveloped." this movement undcrstood law as 
.ileged tool for the transfornution ofthe traditional into the modern, with leql transplants. 
be reform of the legal profession at its core. Thc mtc  (conccivcd of ar a unitary entity) 
d thus, be afforded the tools required to achieve economic development and political mod- 
 tio on. Binary dichotomies - tndition/modernity; cornpliance/noncompliance with rules 
~ws- defined the analytical framework ofthc movement, whose central aim was to establish 



the legal foundations o f  the developmentalist state, for example, through measures sllch as agnr- 
ian reforms. Critical studies that questioned the assumed relationship between legal reforms, the 
Iqp l  profession, and their influence on development were developed largely outside Latin 
America, specifically within the North American academy by David Trubek and Marc Galanter 
(1974). founders of the law and society movement in the USA. 

Another important moment in the thematic evolution oflaw in action perspectives in Latin 
America was connected to the emerg-ence of authoritarian developmentalist regimes. Guillermo 
O'Donnell's influential publications, Modcmization and Aufhorirnrianism (1972) and The Bureau- 
mafir Authoritarian Slatr (1982), questioned the relationship between democracy and develop- 
ment assumed by modernization theory (which was the paradi-mm underpinning the law and 
developn~ent movement), and focused on the fonns of  state domination generated by political 
projects to restrict popular political participation in favor o f  business interests. These studies 
posited that such tendencies were constitutive of modem socio-political and economic dynamics 
in South America, especially in Argentina and Brazil. However, the legal dimensions ofauthorit- 
arian n ~ l e  were not as central to regional theories of the state as was the case, for example. in 
Aria (Ginsburg 2003). In this context, studies concerninglaw and society were orpnized around 
two issues o r  axes: on the one hand, the (non)-functioning oflesal institutions and the judiciary, 
and on the other, the start o f  the Marxist tradition of  critical legal studies in Latin America, 
which questioned the power o f  law to transform society, emphasizing instead i n  nature as a 
mechanism of  domination. 

T h e  first group of  studies concentrated on analyzing deficiencies in terms ofjudicial inde- 
pendence and functioning in the region, using United States measures ofjudicial independence 
and constin~tional control as the smndards for comparison. These descriptive and comparative 
studies were carried out  by United States academics, such as Carl Schwarz (1973), Jocl Verner 
(1984) and David Clark (1975). and were notable for their lack ofhistorical contextualization of 
the relationship between judicial and political power in Latin America. The second group of 
sh~dies was developed by Latin American Marxist lawyers. who aimed to challenge hegemonic 
Ire1 penpectives and promote alternative uses oflaw. Under the banner o f  critical legal studies 
(Cdrica Jdddira), these perspectives were promoted by Mexican. Ilnzilian, and Argentine 
scholars, including Oscar C o m a s  (an Argentine who developed his academic career in Mexico) 
and Carlos Circova, also From Aqentina. Although their sndics were largely theoretical and 
philosophical as opposed to  empirical, the importance of  this flowing movement questioning 
the progressive nature oflaw cannot be overstated. For example. thew critical perspectives con- 
tributed to the concept of "alternative law" that underpinned thr  founding of  ILSA, the Latin 
American Institute for Alternative Law and Society (Insriruro Lnri~~oanrcrirono para una Socirdad y 
un Dmcho Alfrrnatiuo) in Colombia in 1978. ILSA's collahorativc action research with popular 
and social movements - which continues to the present day - focused on supporting counter- 
hegemonic forms of  law "from below." These groups of  legal srhol.ars were largely comprised 
ofuniversity professors who trained filmre generations rommirted to these critical penpectives. 
They also created spaces for intellecn~al exchange and difi~rinn. such as the Marxist journal 
Cririca JuriAicn, published by thc National Autonomoos Unwmity  of  Mexico (UNAM) and 
publications such as El O t m  Dnrrho or Hryond Lilw in rhc raw nilLSA. This current o f  research 
built a trenchant critique ofstate law, and also prioritizrd .ilten~ati\.e ways ofunderstanding and 
conceiving of  law. In this sense. its concern with issue- of noncompliance was channeled into 
alternative practices and fonns ofsocial regulation or Imv. 

The third moment in the historical trajectory o f l , ~  m d  sorim. studies in the region was that 
o f  the transitions to democratic rule in the Southern C h n r  2nd Crnrral America. With these 
tnnsfonnations, the concern for the rule of IJW anJ thc rcl:nion\hip hetween democracy and 
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development, together with the challenges of how to respond to the massive violations of 
human rights conunitted under the previous regimes, raised new expectations and questions 
about thc role that law and legal insritutions could play in the new democracies. The transitions 
to democracy also brought a new impulse to legal reforms to strengthen the rule oflaw, which 
was understood in two registers: first, legal security for investment, and second, equality before 
the law and the seeking ofjustice for human rights violations committed by the authoritarian 
governments. Legal scholars and public intellectuals such as Carlos Nino in Argentina played a 

crntral role in developing a progressive legal agenda in the context of transition, inspiring a 
generation of law and society scholars across the region. Dating from this period, international 
human rights regima came to play an increasingly important role as local actors invoked inter- 
national instruments in order to pressure for domestic change week and Sikkink 2001). At the 
same time, the agenda for judicial reform was supported by multilateral agencies, led by the 
World Rank, to the point that it is possible to talk ofa second wave of the law and development 
movement concerned with cementing the transition to open market economies through the 
"rule of law" (Dezalay and Garth 2002). A similar set of legal transplane was promoted acmss 
the region at this time, includingjudicial councils for the selection ofjudger, and judicial train- 
ing xhools to professionalize practitioners (Carothers 2001). Simultaneously, the first pmsecu- 
tions against perpetrators of human rights occurred, including the emblematic trial ofthe former 
leaden of the rmlitary junta in Argentina, together with the first attempts to democratically 
overturn amnesty laws that prevented the prosecution of those responsible for gross violations 
of hunun righa, as in the case ofUruguay in 1989. In subsequent years, processes oftransitional 
iustice for gross violations of human rights under authoritarian rule that occurred following the 
transitions in both the Southern Cone and Central America became a key field of comparative 
5ntdy. increasing scholarly interest in Latin America's legal institutions and socio-legal mobiliza- 
tlons. Such was the significance of the regional experience that it is estimated that more than 
half of all human rights mals carried out in the world have taken place in Latin America (Payne 
ct al. 2015). Subsequently the global law and society field ofmnsitional justice studies increased 
cxponentiaUy, and within tlus the leading role played by studies of Latin America, many carried 
out by regionally-based scholars, has been indisputable. The principle questions .piding this 
research lhave to do with discovering the most adequate combination of transitional justice 
mechanisms to achieve legal convictions for past human rights violations, truth, and reparations 
h r  victims, and with the relationship between processes of transitional justice, democracy, and 
human rights (see chapter by Madnez and Cut ikez  in this volume: Skaar, Garcia-Godos, and 
Collins 2016). This ongoing area ofresearch is marked by a pamcularly fluid exchange between 
~cholars based in the region and their counterpam in the USA and Europe, and also by a high 
.!rgrcc of niovement between academia. nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), and different 
chink tanks. In the following section, we identify a fourth moment in the field, one that shapes 
!he different agendas presented in this volume. 

Contemporary Trends in Law and Society Scholarship in Latin America 

The fourth moment we identify for the field of Latin American law and society studies is 
nrhored in the critique ofneoliberal governance and development, which gathered force at the 
end of the 1990s. and is marked by the (productive) tension between more studies concerned 
kvnh the optimal functioning of legal institutions, and those focused on the ways in whch sys- 
:imic socioeconomic and racial inequalities in the region relate to sodo-legal phenomena. 

Rising expcc~xions about law and legal institutions were enshrined in the tint wave of con- 
-an~tional refonns, which both expanded the canon of rights and increased the autonomy and 
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power oflegal instiu~tions (see the chapters by Gargarella. Pou, Gondlez-Bertomeu. Urnla, and 
Michel in this volume). The so-called new constitutiona~ism in Latin America commenced with 
the Brazilian constitutional reforn~ of 1988 and in subsequent years spread across the region. 
Most of the new charters sought to install legal orders reflective of the socio-political projects 
advanced within the transitions, incorporating broad bills of rights and in many cases also revis- 
ing the structure of the state (Negetto 2013). In terms of new recognitions. special mention 
should be made of the incorporation ofindigenous peoples' rights in response to the demands 
ofthe continental-wide indigenous movement, which began to develop in the 1980s. The most 
far-reaching transfom~ations in this sense occurred in Ecuador and Bolivia, with the approval of 
so-called nluti-national constitutions in 2008 and 2009. resnectivclv. These constitutions ostens- . , 
ibly aimed to recognize the specificities and claims of indigenous people -and to a lesser extent 
in the case of Ecuador, A&odescendants, thereby incorporating different perspectives on pol- 
itics, law and society within the legal orders of those narion-states (Santos 2005; Yrigoyen 
201 l).The region-wide wave of multicultural and pluri-national constitutiond engineering 
in~plied the fornial recognition oflegal pluralism and spheres of autonomy for indigenous gov- 
ernance. reoresentine a radical break with renublican traditions. Scholar-activist net- . . .. 
works such as the Latin American network of l e d  anthropology (Red Lofinoamen'cana dr 
Antroyolqia Juddira, RELAJU) played a fimdamental role in circulating regional scholarship on 
multicultural constirutionalisrn and innovative jurisprudence on indigenous rights between 
countries in the region (Chenaut, G m e z ,  Ortiz, and Sierra 201 1). and United States and Euro- 
pean scholam also developed important comparative studies on these topics (Van Cott 2000. 
2008; Sieder 2002; Schilling-Vacaflor and Kuppe 2012; Yashar 2005). 

Many of the new constinltions incorporated international human rights law into the con- 
stitutional block, opening up unprecedented oppommities forjudicial innovation and encour- 
aging closer relations between domestic and international coum. This has been referred to as the 
double movement of constitution~zation of international law and the internationalization of 
constitutional law. In addition, these constitutional refonns strenghened - at least in the books 
- the power of constitutional courts, generating new opportunity structures for their instiru- 
tional development and the assumption by high courts throughout the region of new roles in 
the resolution of political and social conflicts (Helmke and llios-Fiperoa 2011). Yet while 
shifn to more deniocratic models of state orpniwtion pointed to renewed expectations in the 
law, they also revealed the immense difficulties ofhuilding state security forces and legal systems 
respectful of human rights, together with challenges for democratic governance posed by the 
massive increase in social and criminal violence. Although the m a s  disappearances, killings, and 
massacres committed by the military-authoritarian regimes receded. in contexts of persistent 
institutional weakness, widespread poverty and acute socioccononiic and racial inequality the 
shift to elected government and the proniise oflihenl. rights-proterting constitutions hiled to 
guarantee the fimdamental human rights of n m t  citizens. Authoritarian, arbitrary, and emraju- 
dicial practices on the part of state agents penisted. Consistently high levels of social violence 
affect large sectors of the population: roughly a third of all recorded global homicides occur in 
Latin America and some of the worst homicide ratrs in the world are registerrd among poor. 
non-white urban youth in thr region's cities, such as San Salvador. Rio de Janeiro, or Caracas. 
Prevailing social attitudes reinforce mesagcs that cemin sectors are beyond the protection of 
the law. Ueep-rootcd race and class discrimination play5 a centml role in weakening social ties. 
solidarity, and a sense of nloral obligation ofthe rich and po\vctiirl toward the poor and excluded 
(Vilhena Vieira 201 1; MPndez, O'Donnell. and Pinhciro l')l)')). At thc same time, these sectors 
are often viewed hy elitcs as dangerous populations to hr contmnrd and so are disproportion- 
ately penalized hy criminal law - indeed the penal y t c m  h~nr t im*  lnrgcly to protect elites from 
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rhe poor. While this is not a purely Latin American phenonlenon and has been amply docu- 
mented in the USA by law and society scholanhip, excessive use of force, and unlawful killing 
;y police forces, combined with high levels of social violence extending to vigilantism and so- 
<.tllrd "social cleansing," underscore a central concern for regional law and society scholanhip 
llrinks 2006; Snodpcs Godoy 2006). In the yean following the transitions and the issuing of 

rilr new constitutions, much law in action scholanhip in Latin America has focused on violence, 
rile relations between legality and illegality and issues ofaccouncahility on the part ofthe military 
~ n d  security forces, and state actors more generally. Critical race studin, while central to scholar- 
 lip on institutional violence in the USA, is only starting to make inroads to law and society 
indvses in Latin America, hut is a growing area of research. 

The new constitutions were studied as processes of institutional reform, and also as doctrinal 
.%fir that posed complex legal dilemmas for the judiciary (Negreno 2013). The different pm- 
:r\ser of constitutional transformation and their influence on emergent le-pl doctrine led legal 
.;l~olan to shift from their traditional focus on civil (and criminal) law, to a renewed concern 
,.rirli the study of constitution^ law (Couso 2010). For example, the question ofhow to incorp 
-rite the criteria of the Inter-American Court of Human Righu into domestic adjudication, 
1.d how international norms are appropriated and vemacularized by judicial actors. dominated 
 dies of "constitutionalism in action" (see chapter by Pou in this volun~e). The annual SELA 
- -  Seminar in Latin America on Constirutional and Political Theory run by Yale L7w School 
..nee the mid-1990s has proved to he a particularly important North-South hub for regional law 
- . I  wciety scholarship on the new constin~tionalism."n Interest was reflected in a greater number 
:'wdics of comparative constitution~ism, not just within Latin America hut also between 
wnrries ofthe Global South (Donilla 2013). This, in Nm, implied transformation in the socio- 

.rrl communities and a widening of convenations and interactions, hringing new perspectives 
. the analysis of constitutiond change in the region, evidenced by the circulation of concerns 

.A!!!, progressive constitutionalism or activist courts in favor ofsocial righu (Yamin and Gloppen 
1 ! I :  Langford, Rodriguez-Garavito, and Rossi 2017). 

3 focus on the reform and d e s i . ~  of l e d  institutions, as well as their functioning and polit- 
:.! md social consequences. was one of the principle ways in which the new socio-political 
wnucs in Latin America were translated into law and society research agendas. In the early 
1's. much scholarship was markedly normative and instrumentalist in character, in effect 

- -  rqing in the ideological construction ofthe state; the "state effect" described so incisively by 
- .nothy Mitchell (1991). Scholars invoked ahstract notions such as the "rule of law" and the 
. sierian dictum of state monopoly over the means of coercion, invariably contrasting ideal- 
- i iomx oflaw in the North with their absence in the South (Rodr$pez-Garavito 2011, 13). 

"<wing an initial wave of studies signaling the links between law, democracy, and inter- 
r : , d  rule oflaw promotion, with a particular focus onjudicial reform (Donungo and Sieder 

I I :  Dakolias 1996; P k r a  2007), research more identified with the metho& of North Amer- 
-i political science developed causally driven empirical analyses of existing state institutions. 

- wing on institutional design and judicial behavior (and drawing on United States studies of 
..;lrl behavior), these works strengthened the field ofcomparative judicial politics (Ansolabe- 
.-- 2007; Hilbink 2007; Helmke 2005. Finkel 2008; Donlingo 2000; Rios-Figmeroa and 
-,rnn 2012; Kapizewski 2012). The legacy of these pioneering studies, exanuning the relation- - hetween justice and politics in contexu of authoritarianism and emergent democracies. 
. ~ n u e d  with new research concerned with the facton explaining the &&rent roles assumed 
-:dicial institutions. and their capacity to generate social transformation by (re)distrihuting 

- .< i.r .md resources (Gloppen et al. 2010; Gauri and Brinks 2010). Thejudiciary was conceived 
1 arena for social justice and accountability claims, particularly with regard to international 
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human rights standards and nomn (see the chapter by Ansolabehere in this volume). The dimen- 
sions of international politics, the diffusion of legal ideas, and relations between legal institutions, 
civil society, and social movements promoting certain issues and causes came to constitute 
central issues in the field of study. These were generally approached from perspectives of legal 
mobilization, or of constitutiond change understood as processes of legal mobilization (see the 
chapters by Saldivia, Wilson and Cianella, and Machado et al. in this volume). Topics which 
have generated a rich body of comparative and single case studies across the region in this 
register include movements in favor of sexual and reproductive rights, and health rights (Albar- 
racin 2011; Begallo and Michel 2016; Yamin and Gloppen 201 1). Scholarship has circulated 
through congresses of USA scholarly networks regularly attendcd by Latin American academics, 
including the Latin American Studies Association (LASA) and the American Political Science 
Association (APSA).' In addition to interest in the functioning ofcoum, research on legal insti- 
tutions, their reform and the challenges facing them also experienced an increase (Halliday 
2013). especially on state prosecution bodies (see chapter by Michel in this volume); the police 
(see chapter by Danimert in this volume); prisons (see chapter by Mawulay in this volume) and 
the national human rights institutions created in the 1990s. which constituted a key case oflegal 
diffusion and innovation (see chapter by Uggla in this volume). As well as political science and 
sociology, legal anthropology has also provided critical ethnographic analyzes of penal instim- 
tions, judicial bureaucracies, and processes oflegal reform- for example, the work ofArgentine, 
and Brazilian scholars such as Sofia Tiscornia. Maria Victoria Pita, Ma6a Jose Sarrahayrouse, 
Josefina Madnez, and Roberto Kant do Lima (Tiscomia 2004; Tiscomia, Kant de Lima, and 
Eilhaum 2009).This reflects the shift within law and society scholarship toward more decentered 
understandings of the state, with a focus on the micro-politics, subjectivities, and material prac- 
tices that underpin the making of the law (see chapter by Barrera and Latorre this volume)! As 
more consrmctivist perspectives have gained ground vis-i-vis normative approaches in Latin 
American law and society scholarship, concern with legal pluralism has emended beyond the 
initial focus on indigenous peoples. Earlier approaches championing legal pluralism as emancip- 
atory have been superseded by work that analyzes the fngnented nature of state power -for 
example, exploring the role of paramilitary and parastatal elements in contemporary state forma- 
tions. More generally, ethnognphic and anthropological approaches to the study of law and - 
justice in Latin America are gaining ground (Bmnnegger and Faulk 2016). 

Yet despite tendencies toward decentering the state and growing sociological and legal 
anthropological concerns with processes of state formation and transmutation, the axis of civil 
society/state (or social movemenn/state) remains fundamental to the field of law and society in 
Latin America, perhaps to a much greater extent than in other regional traditions of law and 
society scholanhip. The analysis of legal institutions signaled above has been accompanied by a 
huge increase in research on processes of legal nlobilization by different social movemenn, in 
turn linked to a broader literature analyzing the role ofdifferent civil society groups in securing 
greater rights guarantees and state accountability (Mainwairing and Welna 2003; Peruzzotti and 
Smulovitz 2006; lsunza and Olvera 2010). In Latin America. social movements have framed 
their demands in the language of rights and have urcd lcpl change and strategic litigation as 
central tools in their efforts to secure socioeconomic. political. and c d n ~ r d  transformations. Law 
and society scholars have analyzed the nature and cffccts of thcse strategies, often with reference 
to an international law and society literature focused on  thr processes. practices, and subjectivi- 
tier through which the transnationalization of hunian nghts occurs (Keck and Sikkink 1998; 
Risse. Ropp, and Sikkink 1999; Merry 2005: Merry 2nd Goodale 2007; on Colombia see 
Saritos and Garcia-Villegas 2001; on Mexico see Herninder 2016). Social movement theory has 
shaped regional law and society scholarship, with a thc-orctical .~nd mcthodological emphasis on 
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concepts and tools such as framing, discoune analysis, network analysis, and both single case and 
causal multi-case comparative studies (see Lemaitre and Sandvik 2015 for an insightful critique 
of the application of social movement theory to violent contexts). Of pamcular concern has 
heen the analysis of eniaricipatory or counter-hegemonic processes of socio-legal mobilization, 
what Boavcntura de Sousa Santos and Char  Roddgucz-Garavito in a signal volume (2005) 
cdcd "legal globalization from below." 

Compared to the early 1990s. socio-legal mobilization linked to issues of governance and 
wcial justice now occupies a more prominent role in regional law and society research agendas. 
Many scholan are themselves public intellectuals. key figures in national debates and reform 
processes promoting liberal, "emancipato~." and rights-hased understandinp of law. While 
most law training throughout the region remains highly fornialistic, a number ofkey nodes exist 
that encourage hunian rights litigation and law in action perspectives - for exaarple, the Uni- 
vcrridad dc Lor Andes in Bogod. or the ITAM in Mexico (see chapten by Fortes and G6niez 
111 this volume). Prominent NGOs and civil society organizations engaged in smtegic litigation 
2nd applied socio-legal research -such as DeJusticia in Colombia, CELS (Cenm de Esmdios 
L~gales y Sociales) in Arqntina, Fundar in Mexico, or thc Instituto de Defensa Legal in Peru 
- have fimher shaped the field. Indeed the co-production ofknowledge and the fluidity ofrela- 
rmns between academia, civil society, and (increasingly) national and regional legal institutions 
ire distinguishing features of law and society scholanhip in Latin America. To provide just one 
cxample of this kind of interface: the Guatemalan Instituto de Estudios Comparados en Ciencias 
I'cnalcs (ICCPG) was established by former smdents of Argentine le.4 scholar and human 
+its activist Alberto Binder at the start ofthe 1990s. The ICCPG developed applied crrrpirical 
wrio-led research in Guatemala and has played a key role in advancing human rights-based 
rriorm ofthe criminal justice system in that c o u n q .  Former ICCPG director Claudia Par y Paz 
hiley spearheaded the national fight against inrpuniry during her time as head ofthe Guatema- 
i ln  public prosecution services and subsequently as part ofthe interdisciplinary p u p  of experts 
rppointed by the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights to investipte the forced dis- 
rppearance of 43 students in Ayoainapa. Mexico. Similar examples of such fluidity and cross- 
-c+onal exchange can be found in the law and society field in many counmes throughout the 
+on. Internships at the Inter-American Conrmission and Inter-American Court, together 
w~th the work of organizations such as CEJIL (Center forJustice and International Law) (which 
cnpges in strategc litigation within the Inter-American System) and key United Stater-based 
.rpnizacions - for example, the Center for Reproductive Rights in New York - have played 
? rltal role in consolidating transregional epistemic law and society communities characterized 
'?y increasingly international practitioner perspectives on law. 

Last, but not least, all there changes in the role of law, and in the relationships between pol- 
,rrrs and law, con~bined with the diversification ofthe academy interested in understanding law 
.n action, implies a revision of theoretical approximations. The incorporation of longer histor- 
-;>I perspectives, reflections about the hntiers between the legal and the illegal, the focus on 
:!w constitutive tension between law, civilization, and barbarism in Latin America, law and race 
~n~dies,  law and gender, international relations, and legal co~npliancc are all important in m- 
r!~eorizing approaches to the study of law and society in the region and beyond, and are the 
<,cur ofthe first section ofthis Handbook. We underline the need to question persistent dichot- 
7mies in the study of law, such as conrpliance/noncompliance, legal/illegal or statdnon-state. 
(:ntical interrogation of these often taken for granted binaries, in the light of developments in 
bin Anrerica and in dialog with scholarship h m  other regions of the world holds out the 
-remise of new critical agendas for law and society scholarship. 
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T h e  chapters that follow are divided into four parts: Part I Law, Politics, and Society; Part I1 
New Constitutional Models and Institutional Design; Part Ill l a w  and Social Movementr; and 
Pan N Emergent Topics. Together the chapters provide an overview oflongstanding concerns 
and recent innovations in law and society scholarship 6 o m  Latin America. They also evidence 
its rich interdisciplinary tradition, drawing on legal philosophy, comparative politics, s o c i o l o p  
cal approaches, and - increasingly - the turn toward more ethnographic and micro-level 
approaches to  analyzing the constitution oflaw that have long been in evidence in United States 
and European law and society research. At the same time, many of the issues that regonal law 
and society scholarship has analyzed, including the indeterminacy of  the law and the line 
between the legal and illegal, or the social and political dimensions of  efficacy and compliance. 
are increasingly of  concern to law and sociery scholarship more broadly. As law and sociery as a 
field becomes more dobal in nature, North-South dichotomies - which were always informed 
by an enduring parochialism in northern scholarship - are ever harder to sustain. 

T h e  chapters in Part I o f  this Handbook, "Law, Politics, and Society," address a number of 
key cross-cutting theoretical and conceptual debates, which have featured pronunently in Latin 
American law and society research. These include: the nature of the state and the relationstup 
between state formation, law and le .4  change; the role that culture plays in compliance o r  
noncompliance; the dynamics between law and the deep-rooted and intersecting inequalities o f  
race. gender and class, together with the persistently high levels o f  social violence that charac- 
terize the region: and legal pluralism and the relationshp between legality and illegality. In his 
contribution, Argentine legal theorist Roberto Gargarella reflects on the specificities of con- 
stitutional development in Latin America over the lonpe dude, underlining what the regional 
experience has to  offcr to political and constitutional theory more generally. H e  identifies five 
distinct phases of la t in  American constitutionalism since the foundation of the republics. 
reflecting o n  the shifting dynamics berween law, politics, and different institutional, and norni- 
ative configurations. H e  concludes that despitr conlparatively broad bills o f  rights, and a long- 
standing tradition of  social rights constitutionalism, the power structures o f  the state in Latin 
America's constitutions (what Gargarella calls the "engine room") remain highly concentrated. 
Gargarella's analysis thus, tempers more presentist analyses of "neo-constio.~tionalism" that 
overestimate the transformative power of  law. In their chapter on law and the state in Latin 
America, political scientists Lisa Hilbink and Janice Gallagher review recent trends in the liter- 
ature and assess their implications for future research. They identify two broad approaches to  
the problem of  weak states and weak rule of law in the region: on the one hand, those that 
focus on institutional barriers such as lack ofjumcial independence o r  access, and lack of  state 
embeddedness in society; and on the other, those that emphasize the role different actors exter- 
nal to the judiciary play in shaping the state and law. These two approaches, although closely 
related, and con~plementary to our  current understanding of the  law and the state, have reached 
high levels o f  specialization on their own and to some extent, a cerrain lcvcl of independence 
from each other.' In fact, as Hilbink and Gallagher's review signals and Gonzilez-Bertomeu's 
chapter shows, analysis of institutional features trnd to f o c u ~  on how courts work and to the- 
orize explanatory factors that are internal to them. (:nnvencly. and as Wilson and Gianella in 
this volume show for the case of  social movemmts. scholm that analyzr processes ofjudicinli- 
zation tend to pay more attention to the role of ncton ounidc of tlir courts. Anlong the recent 
trends highlighted by Hilhink and Gallagher arc a shift f ron~  a wlc  focus on apex courts toward 
studying lower coum: a growth in studies comparing suhn.~tinnal units. instin~tionr, and issues; 
and analyzes o f  citizens' attitudes to the law and thrir cspcncnce of  the state more broadly. 
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chapter points to the increasing complexity of comparative research on law and the state 
in America, and in richness. 
her chapter Rachel Sieder discusses the concept and practice of legal pluralism, a central 
rn of law and society scholarship, and places the regional literature on legal pluralism 
h has tended to focus largely on indigenous peoples and the struggles to fonnally recognize 
tutonomy rights) in dialog with the extensive research on le.plity, illegality, and violence 
in America. She reviews key contributions and concepmal approaches to legal pluralism 
regional scholarship, and offen a typology ofdxerent types of illegality. Emphasizing the 
butions that const~ctivist, anthropological approaches to law have made to regional 

rholarship, Sieder points to the complex interplay between different legal, quasi-legal, and 
Ic3;d regimes - or what she terms "fkynented sovereignties" - in securing order and "plural 
nnstellations of governance" in Latin America. Mauricio Garcia-Villegas considers the histor- 
.al roots of the regional "culture of noncompliance" with the law, referencing a wide range of 
llusions to noncon~pliance in Spanish and Portuguese literary tropes and historical works. As he 
mphasizes, interest in noncompliance is relatively marginal to United States and European law 
~nd society research, yet it is a central - although still understudied - aspect ofsocial and political 
.i. in Latin America. Carcia-Villeps identifies three approaches in the literamre: noncompli- 
~ncc as rational choice; as political resistance to authority (drawing on both iusnaturalir and 
l x & t  traditions); and as response by both the powerful and the powerless to contexmal spe- 
&cities. He points to a normalized "practice of exception" in Latin America and undetscores 
le relevance of its analysis for understanding the apparent expansion of noncon~pliance, viol- 
x e .  and illegality in the contemporary world. In her chapter Julieta Lemaitre signals the long- 
.~nning tension between civilization and barbarism in Latin America, with law historically 
.mstituted on the side of elite cidizing forces and barbarism representing those who live in 
:,oms "without God or law" i.e., beyond state legality. Opposing the simplistic idea that what 
lcsc regions and sectors lack is the presence of the state or the arrival of the law, Lemaitre 
r qc r  that violence is a central problem oflaw in Latin America that neither liberal nor Marxist 
r post-Marxist perspectives have adequately theorized. Calling for theories oflaw grounded in 
!i realities of the region, she also advocates a social constructivist approach to exploring the 
: p h i o n  of social order in zones "without law," with an emphasis on uncovering what is seen 

Iqitimate and what is normalized. In their chapter Leticia narrera and Sergio de la Torre 
w d e r  the technical and material dimensions of bureaucratic and legal knowledge, and the 

1 v 5  in which ethnographic, anthropological approaches have in recent years explored the pro- 
.xer by which the sure is instantiated in Latin America. They argue that technical aspects of 
.c 1.w (including doctrines, regulations, case files. and protocols, together with legal routines 
-:J procedures) strucmre forms of expertise, governance, and knowledge relations, thus consti- 
m a  law's "inner life." Drawing on examples 6om their own work (on the field ofjudicial 
-mice in Argentina and disputes over land tenure in Colombia) they argue for a focus on sutc 
.:rcaucracy and its legal technologies ar an object ofenquiry on its own terms. In other words, 
-!w than raking the gap between law on the books and law in action as a point of deparmre, 
irrcra and la Torre maintain that fine-grained analysis of the material aspects of law making 

.rhin inrtimtions provides a different way of knowing ahout how law works and is experi- 
- r d  as different "knowledge practices" by a range of actors. 

Ivbel Jaramillo reviews the development offeminist legal theory in Latin America and con- 
i:-n in contributions to the transnational field oflaw and gender smdies. Providing an account 

- [he  different ways in which Latin American feminia legal scholars have con6onted tensions 
-:ween transnational and local feminist organizing and scholanhip, and between sexual 

qtnlity and other forms ofoppression, she identifies three broad approaches, which she terms 
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solidaristic, radical, and political feminism. Jaratnillo analyzes the different actors and constituen- 
cies, issues, conceptual prenuses, docninal innovations, and scholarly production that have 
marked these three currents. She concludes that feminist scholarship from the region is particu- 
larly characterized by contributions that emphasize multiple subordinations and the intenec- 
tionality of race, class, ethnic, and gender inequalities. Tanya Hernjndez examines dynamics 
hetween race and law in Latin America, mapping recurrent research themes in the socio-legal 
literature on race, which has mainly focused on Afrodescendant populations, and the ways in 
which states throughout the region have addressed ideas o f  race and racial discrimination. She 
explorcs three sea ofsocio-legal debates: the limits of multicidmral constitutional reform for full 
political participation; the limits of the regional emphasis on criminal law to address discrimina- 
tion; and the challenges to recent attempts to deploy United States style afirn~ative action pol- 
icies. Highlighting the traditional separation hecwcen indigenous/ethnicity and Afiodescendant/ 
race, Hernindez ends by insisting on the need to name the racial nature of structural violcnce 
in order to elucidate the nature o f  state formation and power in Latin America, something 
which is gaining more traction not just in regional law and society scholarship but in the social 
sciences overall 

T h e  final two connihutions ofthis section consider the relationship between law and devel- 
opment in the region. From a liberal perspective, Pcdro Fortes review the checkered history of 
thc law and development movement in Latin America, describing its different phases, concep- 
tual framings, and key actors. H e  revisits the project o f  legal development through the trans- 
forn~ation of  1e.d education and professional lawyering. concluding that centcn of  excellence 
in legal education were indeed established in Latin America and that the current challenge is 
how to extend innovative approaches and the empirical study of law heyond these nodes. He 
concludes by insisting on the needs for capabilities o r  human needs-based definitions o f  devel- 
opment. advocating an empirically, and incrementally-based approach. By contrast, Carlos 
Rivera Lugo reviews Marxist perspectives on the relationship between law and the economy, 
emphasizing the importance of what he  refers to as a "dissenting, decolonizing and creative 
endeavor" in Latin America that has attempted to develop Marxist thought beyond is European 
origins. Rivera Lugo considen the relationship between law - undentood as a tool for domina- 
tion and the reprodrlction of  capital - and the current stage of  globalized neoliheral political 
economy as reflected in Latin American contexts. H e  warns against penpectives that over- 
emphasize the relative autonomy of the law and underlines the need to analyze law and economy 
in tandem. H e  also points to the generntivc potential for Mantist thought of current dialogs 
between different historical experiences of the communal, and those of  indigenous peoples in 
Latin America, something which holds out thc promise of a break with Euroccnrric framing of  
the region's historical development, pointing t o  the radical potential o f  its autochthonous legal 
expressions. 

Part 11. "New Constitutional Models and lnstitutiond Design," signals the g r o w h  in the 
region of snidies of law in action focused on lcgal institutions. an area that was of marginal 
interest to law and society studies even two decades ago. This section of  the Handbook focuses 
on research into ombudwnen, policc. judicial institutions, constitutional coum, and the Inter- 
Anierican System of  Human Righa. While the content o f  thc chnprers necessarily differs, they 
sharp a series o f  concerns: indcpendence-accountahili~; powcr-efficary; iniprovement of 
criminal justice versus abuses o f  criminal jurtire: thr  diffbsion of human righa: and transfoma- 
tions of the legal profession. Interest in the indcpendcncc and accountability o f  the judiciary. 
ombudsmen, and police focuses on the possibilirie< ofjudirial institutions controlling political 
power. This continues to be a central topic in thr  study of  legal institutions in Latin America. 
These general concerns are underpinned by n shxrd  rc@ond history of  political instability, 
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horitarianism. and super-presidentialism. which in turn has generated conceptual debater 
"out what independence is and how it can be measured. and about accountability functions 
nore broadly. However, at the same time as scholars focused on institutional and extra- 
nrtitutional determinants of institutional behavior. they have also analyzed the perfornunce of 
hcse institutions. 

In accordance with neo-institutionalist perspectives in political science. these studies share a 
cmin baseline assumption that institutiond perfornunce depends not only on rules but also on 
nterests. power relations, and the perspectives of the different actors involved. Studies ofjudi- 
la1 institutions, judicial behavior, and ideational studies underline such concerns. In this sense, 
hey share perspectives, which emphasize the dynamic. and contingent nature ofjudicial inde- 
icndence, accountability, power, and efficacy. Nonetheless, it is important to underline the Fact 
hat reflections on power and efficacy also imply the study of undesired or unanticipated con- 
rquences. Multiple problems are generated by awarding power to institutions that operate as 
uthoritarian enclaves or which are driven by bureaucratic inertia and corruption. Stud~es of 
rirtitutions that form part of the criminaljustice system - police, prosecutors' offices, and prisons 
best express this tension between improvement and abuse. In all these cases, in addition to an 

rnterest in institutional reforms and their possibilities, research has also traced processes and 
.Icntified practices that violate human rights or which operate as mechanisms to criminalize 
soups considered as dangerous because of their social class, race, or because of links that exist 
'crween state security institutions and criminal organizations. 

As well as these shared concerns, we can identify two overarching issues in this section ofthe 
landhook. One is the difision of ideas, tools, and institutions of human rights, which fore- 
sounds the diffusion of doctrinal and legal institutions, the relation between domestic and 
rnternational courts. the role ofthe inter-American Systen~, the new demands on the judiciary 
1h.x assumes a fundamental role in social change and human rights accountability, and the ten- 
mns. and conflicts that this implies. The other overarching issue is that of the legal profession. 
(erearch on legal institutions signals that legal professionals are key actors (although by no 
rnrans the only ones): these include lawyers, judges, public prosecuton, and defenders. The 
hionship  between the legal profession and legal institutions is marked by a double movement 
mr tension: legal professionals are the main implementers of reforms, which at the same time 
.xpact their professional exercise. 

The analysis oflegal institutions in Latin America set out in this section enables the reader to 
irntify different research perspectives. Some are more concerned with causal explanations and 
nmeworks: others with more descriptive or ethnographic approxiniations. Critical perspectives 
xiit alongside constructivist and positivist approxinutionr. The chapters in Part 11 therefore. 
lpal  a diversity of theoretical and methodological perspectives, as well as research interests (as 
! d e d  in the first section of this introduction). A brief description of the chapters serves to 
lustrate the diversity of themes, concerns and perspectives. 

Juan Godez-Benomeu's chapter on judicial politics in Latin America reviews the main 
l~cnies in this field, which is in turn one of the signal innovations in studies oflaw in action in 
I,r region. Gonzaez-Bertomeu identifies five central issues: independence: power; judicial 
tonduct; legal cdture and ideas; and judicial activism and compliance with sentences. His con- 
 huti ion sets out a multiplicity of competing perspectives on the analysis ofjudicial politics, 
.~thout crying to integrate them into a single approach. The chapter by Francisca Pou also 
>roses on high courts. but from a different vantage point. Analyzing the regional characteristics 
C constihltional justice, Pou emphasizes what she considers to be the main Latin American 
 novations in constitutional law, such as hybrid judicial review models that overcome the 
ichotomy betwecn United States and European models. She also underlines efforts by high 
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c o u m  in the region to  develop communications policies to facilitate links with the wider puhlic, 
and the importance of relations hetwcen high courts and other tribunals in the circulation of  
lcgal ideas. Ver6nica Michel's chaptcr reviews research approaches to a new suhject o f s n d y  in 
the region; public prosecutor's offices. As well as signaling the most relevant research, she indi- 
cates the three underlying areas o f  enquiry that inform it: judicial politics (particularly with ref- 
erence to  theories o f  judicial independence, power, and accountability); smdies on the 
fi~nctioning of criminal justice systems, focusing pamcularly on abuses and the repressive use of 
criminal law; and finally, research examining legal responsibility for human rights violations and 
the importance of  prosecutorial bodies in these processes. For his part. Fredrik Uggla in his 
contribution o n  human rights ombudsman's offices revisits the relationship between independ- 
ence and efficacy, tracing the spread, and evolution of  these institutions throughout Latin 
America since the 1990s. U d a  underlines the importancr o f  interactions between omhuds- 
man's offices and other instimtions, and s ipals  what comparative cxpcrience indicates about 
positive results. In her chapter o n  the police, Lucia Danunert indicates the research deficit on 
police institutions in the region, proceeding to review reform processes, actors' behavior, and 
overall tendencies. such as the trend toward militarization of the police. Fiona Macaulay ana- 
lyzes prison systems, pointing to what she calls "prisoner capmre." a process involving extensive 
reliance o n  premal detention. the hyper-penalidon of  perry crimes that increases the prison 
population, and self-government o f  carceral institutions by o q n i z e d  g o u p s  of  prironets. For 
Macaulay the overall context o f  rollback of  social welfare provision and the absence of  policies 
for social integration explains the regon's overreliance on criminal law. Karina Ansolabehere's 
chapter focuses on the ways in which domestic judicial powers function as arenas for human 
rights. She signals three different research agendas that have marked the field in Latin Amcrica 
in recent yean: the reception of  international human rights law; legal responsibility for human 
righu violations; and social justice. In her chaptcr, she ohserves that these different research 
strands examining the relationship hetwecn the judiciary and human rishts in the region are not 
always in dialog. Considering filmre prospects for the Inter-American Hnman Righn  Syrtens 
Alexandra Huneeus underlines the imporrance of  geostrategc analysis of human righn regimes 
in a glohal context marked by the advance ofanti-globalization discourses, the decline of  United 
States hegemony and the rise ofauthoritarian populism. She revisits the hody oflegal and socio- 
I q p l  scholarship on the Inter-American System and human rights in the region to examine how 
it can be reframed in order to inform new questions posed by the changing world order. Finally, 
Manuel G6mez considers changes in research agendas on legal professionals in Latin America. 
Hc underlines the inlportance of  the legal profession. espccially the role o f  lawyen in processes 
ofjudicial reform. One ofthe central distinguishing features ofC.6n1ez's chapter is precisely the 
relative paucity of research in this area, which in turn signals new possibilities for filmre 
agendas. 

Part Ill o f  the Handbook mnls the spotlight on the relationship between "Law and Social 
Movements" in Latin America. To s o n ~ e  extent, this section is the counterpart o f the  preceding 
section focusing on instimtions and constimtions, and siqals the two principal ways in which 
the relationship between law and society has been prohlcmatized in recent yean: o n  the one 
hand. a focus on institutions and, on the other, a conccrn with questions o f  equality and the 
transformative potential o f  law and legal instin~tions. O n e  good example of the  complementary 
relation between the emphasis on instimtions on the onc hand 2nd the role o f  social acton in 
shaping them, on the other, is the dialog hctwecn rhc scholarship on judicial politics and 
judicialization of politics. respectively. T h e  fin1 field - as mentioned above and explained 
hy Conzilez-Bertomcu - builds on the idea that institutional Gnturrs, internal politics, and level 
o f  ernheddedness o f  the instimtions may explain inrtitution:d pcrforn~nnce and outcomes. 
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~olarship that focuses on social movements as agents ofthe process ofjudicialization ofpolitics 
i illustrated in Wilson and Gianella's chapter in this section - explains the processes through 
ich social grievances and claims are mnsformed into legal claims, target specific institutions. 
1 ultimately also play a role in shaping institutiond responses. The empirical puzzle of how 
in~tions work is composed by the two counterpam and even though the two camps share 
ny theoretical debates, each strand of research is now producing its own set of scholanhip."' 
5 common denoninator of this section lies in the ways in which law has been used to 
ance a range ofsocial justice causes, and in the analysis of the cypes ofjudicial, political, and 
ial responses such effom have generated. In synthesis, this section focuses on the ways in 
ich civil society acton have used law to pursue social change. Understandine ofthe judiciali- 
on ofpolitics as broad processes, which include more than resort to judicial review mecha- 
ns, underpin these preoccupations. What arc the facton which lead to the judicialization of 
itics? Why do some causes find more success in the coum than others? What processes of 
11 and political diffusion occur to facilitate judicialization? These are some of the questions 
15idered in this Part 111 of the Handbook. The different chapters are united by an interest in 
ways in which the activation of legal m e c h a n i s ~ ~  and discounes generates transfonnative 

cesm. Although they recognize more sanguine or indeed pessimistic perspectives on these 
cs (Rosenberg 200X), in general authors recognize the difficulty of determining generic 
wen and underline the importance of understanding specific contexts and processes. Perhaps 
this reason. in-depth single country, or issue case studies have increasingly been comple- 
nted by more comparative analyses, which seek to uncover the causal factors underlying 
cerrfd cases of transfonnative judicialization. The chapters in this section are informed by 
m e  concerns and issues, including the facton contihuting to judicialization, transitional 
ice, social movements, and framing processes, the circulation oflegal knowledge and demo- 
:ir constitutionalism. This divenity ofappmaches illustrates the multiple entry points to ana- 
5 oflaw and social movements in Latin America, although by no means do we cover all the 
ial movements in the region that have made recourse to legal mobilization - for example, 
tgenous movements, and environmenlal movements are two important cam not covered in 
.a1 i n  this section. 
In their chapter, Bruce Wilson and Canda Gianella revise the evolution ofthe literature on 
judicialization ofpolitics in Latin America. They identify different nioments in this process. 
luding an initial concern with questions of accountability and a subsequent turn to the use of 
lmlicial arena as a means to advance different social causes. Their review underlines some of 
causes that have had most echo in Latin American orocesses of iudicialization. includine '. 
In to health. social, economic and cultural rights, and LGRTI (lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans- 
der. and intenex) rights. Laura Saldivia's chapter analyzes processes of legal change linked to 
!tr to sexual diversiry, an area that has witnessed significant advances in some countries in the 
!on. Saldivia anchon her analysis in the case of Argentina, the &st country in the world to 

legislation to recognize rights to sexual identity, and analyzes the ways in which this legal 
mrr  was diffused from a peripheral country to the core of global rights agendas, as well as 
ways in which the movement in favor ofrights to sexual diversity contributed to generating 
r constitutional interpretations. In their chapter Marta Machado de Assis. Ana Luiza Villela 
\-lam Dandeira, and Fernanda Matsuda consider the advances and obswcles encountered by 
.!,m's niovements with respect to rights to legal ahomon. On the basis of a case study of 
111.  they c o n t n t  the struggle against domestic violence with the agenda on reproductive 
::s. They explore the reasons underlying the different advances in both niovenients' strug- 
, pointing to the key role played by framing in legal niohilization and the ways these are tied 
i:ri?rent moral and discunive disputes over women's rights. Lastly, Elena Martinez Barahona 



and Martha Liliana GutiCrrez consider the importance of  transitional justice studies in Latin 
America, signaling recent advances in the field and future research agendas. 

Part TV of the Handbook focuses on what we have termed "Emergent Topics." including 
corruption, impunity. and drug trafficking, military jurisdiction. and land conflicts, all central 
contemporary c h a l l e n ~ s  for Latin America's legal and political systems and societies. As we 
have underlined in this introduction. scholarship concerned with the inefficacy of the law and 
high levels of violence and impunity has long characterized law and society studies in Latin 
America. T h e  changing dynamics between legality and illegality remains a c e n t d  analytical 
concern, together with the ways in which belie6 and hehaviors relatcd to the law change over 
time through the interplay between different forms of  agency, structural features, and contests 
over power. Yet as we have signaled in this introduction, the coincidence between hyper- 
legality and growing judicialization. and the massive p w t h  in criminal activities is not just a 

Latin American hut rather a global phenomenon (Comaroff and Comaroff 2006. 2016). T h e  
contributions in this section offer new perspectives o n  the relationship between corruption, 
organized crime, legal reform, and enforcement in Latin America, which in turn r u m s t  
impomnt  lines of enquiry for analyzing the socio-legal dimensions of current regional and 
global reconfigurations of politics and economics. 

In the first chapter o f  the section. Rodriso Meneses approaches the persistent and still novel 
issue of urban regulation and the theorization of  Latin American cities as specific sites o f  rocio- 
legal research. Meneses reviews the existent research on urban regulation to show the indeter- 
minate nature ofurban property regimes in the region. H e  illustrates this argument by reviewing 
the scholarship on street regulation and the social and construction of public space through 
conrunt and iterative processes o f  interaction between authorities and the population. T h e  
chapter by Tatiana Alfonso Sierra maps the contribution of Latin American socio-legal research 
to the understanding of a clasical l e p l  institution: property. She argues that law and society 
research in the region has approached the institution from different perspectives and theoretical 
frames, creating a fragmented landscape, and parallel conversations. Her chapter reviews this 
literature, identiQing five key theoretical contributions as well as thc ways in which a common 
interest on law in action around property has evolved into different subfields. The  first. o n  law 
and development, has established a solid conversation with policy maken and development 
agencies with a new emphasis on alternative fornu of  property and not only on private indi- 
vidual property. T h e  sccond line of research in the region explained the rapid urbanization 
processes of Latin American c i t i a  with the formality/infomiality binary and has evolved to 
conversations with urhan studies and planning tools. dealing with property as one possible set of 
relations for organizing the city. The  third contribution is a more anthropological approach 
bared on the idea of  the plurality of legal forms and the fourth srt of questions deals with ideas 
o f  property rights in a globalized age. Finally, the chapter presents a fifth line of research in 
which the study and defense of territorial rights of ethnic groups in Latin America is starting to 
get closer to debates about property. T h e  author calls for an integrated analysis of property - and 
legal institutions in general -as a multifaceted institution that allows us to undenund how law 
mediates between social and economic processes, social outcomes, and power struggles in 
society. In her chapter, Linn Hammrrgen  reviews hoth rxisting scholarship and nultiplr jour- 
nalistic and official rourccs o n  cornzption and organized crime in the region, semng o l ~ t  what 
we know to date about regional trends. She providcr an extensive overview of relevant research 
and i n  limiutions. drawing on scholarship and data from four countries - Brazil. Colombia, 
Guatemala, and Mexico - and identifying shared and countyspccific patterns. Hanunergren 
ends her chapter with a call for more theory huildinp and cmsally inferred research caploring 
the impacts of contemporary configurations ofcorn~ption 2nd orpanizrd crime on the prospects 
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r legality and justice in the region. In h s  chapter, Julio Rios-Fiperoa analyzes the "new 
ilitarisrn," which has seen a renewed pronlinence of the m~htary in Latin America's internal 
nrrity affairs, including the fight against organized crime, terrorism, and even mass protests 
,enled a threat to national security. He reviews three areas where this new militarism is in 
d i c t  with rule of law and democracy: the clash between constitutions and the nlilitary's 
ission statements: the scope and nature of military justice, and; the dynamics between national 
~ u m  and the regional human rights system with respect to judicial oversight and the appro- 
iate limits on military power. Rios-Figueroa emphasizes the need for more socio-legd analyses 
'the new militarism, a w i n g  it is one of the key features shaping the future of the region's 
~gile democracies. Alejandro Madrazo and Catalina Perez Correa also underline the need for 
ore socio-legal analyses of the so-called "war on drugs" in Latin America, which - as they 
in t  out- offer possibilities for the study ofcriminal law in action. They argue that the (United 
ates-led) emphasis on treating narcotics as a criminal and public security issue, rather than a 
ralth and public safety issue, has been disastrous for the regional prospects for democratic rule 
'law. Madrazo and Pi-rez Correa trace the ways in which the increasingly punitive enforce- 
ent of drug laws has led to the nditarization of public security, hyper-penalization of drug- 
lated crimes, the criminalization ofconsumen, the frequent violation ofdue process rights and 
1 increase in cormption, torture, and use of lethal force by srate authorities. They conclude 
ith a call for more ethnographic analyzes of processes of criminalization in order to reveal the 
lrlrequences of drug policies. and for more attention to the impacts of drug policies and the 
.w militarism on Latin America's constitutiond orders and law in action. 

Concluding Thoughts 

his Handbook attenlpts to provide a broad panoranla of law and society research in Latin 
merica, signaling regional concerns, setting out research trajectories and findine, and under- 
ling the contributions of law and society research in Latin America to wider debates in law and 
cirty. Probably the most signal feamre of contemporary law and society scholarship in the 
@on is its questioning ofkey dichotomies that have characterized dorninant narratives on law 
d socirty: compliance/noncompliance; le.&ty/illegality, and; law on the booksllaw in action. 
'e have identified two main cleavages: first, more theoretically versus more methodologically 
iven studies of Latin America's legal institutions and practices, and; second. the persistence of 
ore normative as opposed to more consrmctivist approaches to law. These cleavages continue 
rtmcture the field in what we consider to be productive tensions. 
Nonetheless, a number of areas not addressed here are necessary to enrich future law and 

riety rcholanhip in Latin America. Fint. there is a need for more long-run historical analyses 
~1 drbate with historians of law and society in Latin America. Historians of the region's colo- 
A and republican periods have documented and analyzed the central role that law, Litigation. 
d contestations over justice played in structuring relations betwern governments and popula- 
.nr in previous periods and over the lonque durie (see for example. Salvatore and Aguirre 1990; 
:mer 1995; Carey 2013). Analysts of the contemporary period need to consider the historical 
!c of coum in political snuggles in Latin America, as well as the legal history of particular 
~ i m s  and engagements. The long-run traditions of resort to the coum for routine individual 
d collective claims highliahted by historians, contrasts with the current emphasis ofsocio-legal 
ilystr on constitutional rights Litigation, support stnmures for strategic judicialization, and far- 
Iching legal and political tranrfonnations. This contrast between what Rodrigo Uprimny 
%red to as "protagonistic" Venus "routine"justicc (2016) - i.e., constitutional jurispn~dential 
.velopments versus citizens' everyday encounten with ordinary justice - requires greater 
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reflection by law and society scholars i n  order t o  generate more rcgjonally grounded theory. 

Second, inevitably a number o f  important topics have not been included here, including law 

and migration, and commercial law and legal globalization from above, to  name just two. 

Reflection o n  these issues is vital for the future development o f  the field. Third, the conttibu- 

tions in this Handbook point t o  the  unevenness o f  production of  socio-legal scholanhip and 

statistical data across the  region. While some countries f i p r e  prominently in the literature (this 

varies according t o  topic), o then  are notably absent. Greater attention t o  the outliers and to  least 

similar cases in the future can only enrich our  undenrandinp o f  the dynaniics between law and 

society across the  region. In conclusion, we  hope that this Handbook stimulates a broader set o f  

convenations about law and society in Latin America and points t o  the contributions scholanhip 

h m  and about the  region can make to  global law and society studies. 

Notes 

I A third contributory factor, which we do not explore in any detail here, K the chanping public role of 
lawyers throughout the repion. 

2 The varying quality and av3ilahiliry ofoficial statistics acros the repion is anotherri.pificant Eactor, as 
is the uneven x c e s  to decisions af thr  high courts in the 17 countries. 

3 In the USA, the definition ofthe field hn$ heen paired with the emergence, changes. and hcturer of 
the Law and Soctety Asociation and law and society program in universities. . .  . 

4 I'hr OAau ln t rm~t ton~l  lnwutc l a c  rhr Soi~olugv u l L ~ w  h s  hccn n ccntrr ofpndunmn of uorld- 
w d r  w r d r e r l  rruan-h s~ ntr Iowdrn - rhr  Haulur country. tlnr S o i ~ + l r p l  Rcxarch C:ommmre 
and the lntemational Sociolo~cal Asociation - a&d in 1G9. The Oiuti &itute h a  Fulfilled this 
mission through academic conferences, publishing venues, and a varied offer ofacademic pro.gam. As 
h a  been shown by l h m  (2018). an analysis ofthe production of OAati reveals some ofthe main fea- 
tures and topics ofsocio-legal research in and about Latin America and how the field can be mapped 
throuph the academic production of alumni and scholars around Ohad. 

5 There northcm-baud centers and asociations have been important hubs for the development oflaw 
and society studies in Latin America, enabling North-South and South-South interaction and exchampe. 
English has dominated as a innwage ofpublication, although Spanish and Pormguese arc also imponant 
for the transnational circulation of howledse. 

6 SELA's sponsoring imdtudons include: the University of Palemlo and rhe University of Buenm Aires 
(Amntina); the Getulio V a w s  Foundation (Brad;  the Adolfo Ihafiez Universirv. the Univetsirv ofChile. 
k d t h e  &go Portaler ~ n & s i r y  (~hi1e):the university of Los Andes (~olbmhia); the ~u ionon~ous  
Technolosd Institute ofMexico (ITAM) and the Center for Economic Research and Teaching (CIIW 
(Mrr!co), m J  UNAM, rhr Pampavan lnrtln!tr for Conum~rim.~l 1.w: thr I'unnti<.d Univmin of Pcnl 
/I'U(:P) and the PL . IUW~ U ~ I V C ~ W Y  tbr Appltrrl %wn<e. thc Uowcmttv o f  Puma lbro md the I'ompeu 
I..~hm IJ~nven~tv MI H~nelom For a h i u q  of SELA we hnpr I lbu \a le cclu centerr-workhopvylIr- 
I~w-u.hool- I~on-u~~en~an-lcd-(tud~s~uln/h~~torv-wla Con~ultcd Novrmh,x.r ?(I. ?1117. 

7 By the 1990s a critical -.of regionally-bad I& and soctrty whohrs had been trained in the USA 
(and to a much lesrer extent in Europe), a trend which continues. In addition, national government- 
funded research councils in Argentina. Mexico. and Brazil h,we for many yean promoted "inter- 
nationalization" ofnationally produced mearch. favoring publications in En$ish by academics working 
in those counvics. 

U In contrast to law and society studies in the USA and Europe, litigant-centered approaches have only 
recently gained pound within the field in Latin Americn. although them is a long re@onal tradition of 
l e d  aanthropolopical studies on indipmur justice systems xrl litipnn' disputing strarepies within 
them - see for example, Nndcr (1990). Collier (1'17.1). :tnd Sirm (211114). 

9 This volume includes one chapter on each of rhcsr rrrnd5 rhrr Hilhmk and Gallagher ri.mal: the fmt, 
by Gonzikr-Henomeu nn Pan 11, reviews research on rhr main w p m  examined hy scholars ofjudicial 
politics; the second. hy Wilson and Cianclla, analyzes the external side ofjudiciary-sociery relations. 
that is the role of social movements in advancing rocid ccauws. 

10 That is the reason why this volume includes two diflixnr chapren char review recent developmenrs 
and hlture apenda5 ofeach ofthe research str.andr. Src C;unr:'rz-I3momeu on iudicial ~oliticr in Part I1 
and Wilson and (;innelln on the proem ofjurlicialimrion oipolirirr in this section. 
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